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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we are concerned with the time asymptotic behaviour of
solutions to the following initial boundary value problem
dc ­c
a, l , t s A c a, l , t s y a, l , t y m a, l c a, l , t , .  .  .  .  .Kdt ­ a
Kc l , l s c 0, l , .  .  . 1.1 .
c a, l , 0 s c a, l . .  .0
 . w xHere l g l , l , 0 F l - l - `, and a g 0, l while K denotes a bounded1 2 1 2
linear operator defined on the boundary spaces.
w xThis equation was introduced by Lebowitz and Rubinow 15 in 1974 for
modeling microbial populations by an age and cycle length formalism. The
variables t and a represent respectively time and age while l is the cycle
length of cells and represents the time between cell birth and cell division.
 .The function c a, l, t is the density of the population with respect to age
a and cell cycle length l at time t. The cell cycle length l of individual cells
is an inherent characteristic determined at birth, i.e., the duration of the
cycle from cell birth to cell division is determined at birth. The constant l1
 . resp. l denotes the minimum cycle length resp. the maximum cycle2
.  .length . The function m ?, ? is the rate of cell mortality and K is intended
to model the transition for distribution of cycle lengths for mother cells to
daughter cells. The spectrum of the operator A was investigated byK
w xWebb 21, 22 for different type of transition operators in a framework of
continuous functions. These papers deal also with the associated Cauchy
w xproblem. We refer the reader to 15, 21, 22 for more details and refer-
ences.
As regards the Cauchy problem we prove a generation result in L1
w xspaces by using a result due to Batty and Robinson 3 . Another approach
w xusing a renorming argument was given for a model case in 8, Chap. 13
 w x.see also 4 . We point out that the Batty]Robinson theorem was also
used in the context of transport theory with multiplying boundary condi-
 w x.tions cf. 14 .
The time asymptotic behaviour of the corresponding semigroup relies on
its spectral theory. Unfortunately, we did not succeed in estimating its
essential type because the problem is not of classical perturbation type in
contrast to neutron transport like equations where the perturbation enters
 .in the interior domain i.e., not in the boundary . On the other hand, it is
possible to analyse the time asymptotic behaviour of the Cauchy problem
for smooth data by a Dunford calculus. This approach relies on the
 .y1 < <knowledge of the behaviour of the resolvent l y A for large Im l .K
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 .It turns out that this approach applies also in L setting 1 - p - ` inp
spite of the absence of a generation result in fact, it seems that the
.generation result for 1 - p - ` is an open problem .
Our investigation is carried out in the spirit of transport theory where
w x w xthe approach indicated above was already exploited, see 13 or 17 .
Besides the generation theorem and the time asymptotic analysis for
smooth initial data, we give a very precise spectral analysis of the station-
ary operator for a general class of transition operators containing all cases
 w x. treated previously cf. 21, 22 . Our functional setting is Lp-spaces 1 F
. w .p - ` in order to fit with the more appropriate framework L 0, l =1
 . x  .l , l ; dadl where c a, l has the meaning of a density of the population1 2
with respect to age a and cell cycle length l.
The layout of the paper is as follows: In the next section, the functional
setting of the problem is established and preparatory results are collected.
Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to spectral analysis of the A . Two kinds ofK
transition operators are considered, namely, smooth i.e., some power of K
.is compact transition operators and partly smooth ones. In Section 5 we
show that A generates a C 0-semigroup in L1 while Section 6 is con-K
cerned with the time asymptotic behaviour of solutions to the Cauchy
 . t A Kproblem 1.1 . We give a spectral decomposition of e c into an asymp-0
totic term and a transient one which is estimated for smooth initial data
c .0
2. FUNCTIONAL FRAMEWORK AND
PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In this section we introduce the different notions and notations which
we shall need in the sequel. Let us first state the functional setting of the
problem.
 . 4Define D [ a, l such that 0 - a - l, l - l - l where 0 F l - l -1 2 1 2
 .  . i  .`. Let X [ L D, dadl 1 F p - ` and X [ L G , dl , i s 1, 2 wherep p p p i
 .  .4  .  .4G [ 0, l , l g l , l and G [ l, l , l g l , l .1 1 2 2 1 2
We define the partial Sobolev space
­c
W s c g X such that g X .p p p 5­ a
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let c g W . If c g X 1 then c g X 2 and ¨icep <G p <G p1 2
¨ersa.
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Proof. Let c g W such that c g X 1. We havep <G p1
­cl
c l , l s c 0, l q a, l da 2.1 .  .  .  .H
­ a0
<  . < <  . < 1r q l < . . < p .1r ptherefore c l, l F c 0, l q l H ­cr­ a a, l da .2 0
<  . < p py1w <  . < p pr q l < . . < p .xThis implies c l, l F 2 c 0, l q l H ­cr­ a a,l da .2 0
Consequently we have
p
­cl l l l2 2 2p ppy1 pr q< < < <c l , l dl F 2 c 0, l dl q l dl a, l da .  .  .H H H H2  /­ al l l 01 1 1
p
­cppy1 pr q15 5F 2 c q l - `.X 2p X­ a p
 .The converse may be sketched in a similar way by using Eq. 2.1 written in
 .  . l . .the form c 0, l s c l, l y H ­cr­ a a, l da. Q.E.D.0
Ä 1 4  .Define W s c g W such that c g X . Clearly by Proposition 2.1 ,p p <G p1Ä 2 Ä 4W s c g W such that c g X . Hence any function c g W hasp p <G p p2
traces c and c in the boundary spaces X 1 and X 2, respectively.<G <G p p1 2
Let A be the operator defined byK
¡A : D A ; X ª X .K K p p
­c~ c ª A c a, l s y a, l y m a, l c a, l .  .  .  .K ­ a
Ä¢ D A s c g W such that Kc s c , .  5K p <G <G2 1
 . `  .where m ?, ? g L while K denotes the following boundary transition
operator
¡ 2 1K : X ª Xp p~
2 1¢K g L X ; X . .p p
Consider now the resolvent equation for A ,K
l y A c s w , 2.2 .  .K
where w is a given function of X , and the unknown c must be sought inp
 .  .D A . The solution of 2.2 is formally given byK
aa ayH lqm s , l .. d s yH lqmt , l ..dt0 sc a, l s c 0, l e q e w s, l ds. 2.3 .  .  .  .H
0
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Accordingly, for a s l, we get
ll lyH lqm s , l .. d s yH lqmt , l .. dt0 sc l , l s c 0, l e q e w s, l ds. 2.4 .  .  .  .H
0
In the sequel we shall need the operators
Q : X 1 ª X 2 ,l p p
lyH lqm s , l .. d s 0Q u l , l [ u 0, l e , .  .  .l
L : X 1 ª X ,l p p
ayH lqm s , l .. d s 0L u a, l [ u 0, l e , .  .  .l
¡ 2J : X ª X ,l p p~
l lyH lqmt , l .. dtsJ w l , l [ e w s, l ds, .  .  .H¢ l
0
and
P : X ª X ,¡ l p p~ a ayH lqmt , l .. dtsP w a, l [ e w s, l ds. .  .  .H¢ l
0
PROPOSITION 2.2. The operators Q , L , J , and P depend analyticallyl l l l
on l g C.
Proof. Let f g X 1, f g X 2, w g X , and w g X 2. It is easy to see1 p 2 q 1 p 2 q
 .  .1 2 2that Q f , f and J w , w are holomorphic. Now the use ofl 1 2 X , X l 1 2 X , Xp q p qw xKato's criterion 11, p. 365 shows that Q and J are holomorphic. Anl l
analogous argument applies to L and P . Q.E.D.l l
 .Remark 2.1. a A direct consequence of the first part of Proposition
2.2 is that the operators Q , L , J , and P are bounded for all l g C.l l l l
 .b Note that, for all l g R, the operators Q , L , J , and P arel l l l
positive with respect to the natural positive cones of the respective spaces.
 .Let l be such that Re l ) ym where m [ ess-inf m ?, ? . One checks
readily that the norms of the operators Q and L satisfyl l
5 5Q F 1, 2.5 .l
1
5 5L F . 2.6 .l 1rp
p Re l q m . /
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Moreover, a simple calculation using the Holder inequality shows thatÈ
1
5 5J F , 2.7 .l 1rq
Re l q m .
1
5 5P F . 2.8 .l Re l q m
Using the operators above and the fact that c must satisfy the boundary
 .conditions, Eq. 2.4 may be written abstractly in the form
c s Q Kc q J w . 2.9 .<G l <G l2 2
 .Similarly, Eq. 2.3 becomes
c s L Kc q P w . 2.10 .l <G l2
3. SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF THE OPERATOR A FORK
SMOOTH TRANSITION OPERATORS
The purpose of this section is to derive, under reasonable hypotheses on
the transition operator K, a precise description of the spectrum of the
operator A . We shall also discuss the influence of transition operators onK
 .the leading eigenvalue when it exists . To this end we assume that K
satisfies
K is positive in the lattice sense .
H1 . and some power of K is compact.
` .  .  .We recall that m ?, ? g L D and we denote by m resp. m the real
 .   ..m [ ess-inf m ?, ? resp. m [ ess-sup m ?, ? .
w .  .THEOREM 3.1. Let p g 1, ` and suppose that the hypothesis H1
holds. Then:
 .  .1 s A consists of , at most, isolated eigen¨alues with finite alge-K
braic multiplicities.
 .  .2 If s A / B then there exists a real leading eigen¨alue l.K
 .  .  .3 s A / B if and only if r K ) 0.K s
 .  .  .   ..4 If r K - 1 then ym q 1rl log r K F l F ym qs 2 s
 .   ..  .1rl log r K . 3.11 s
 .  .  .   ..5 If r K ) 1 then ym q 1rl log r K F l F ym qs 1 s
 .   ..  .1rl log r K . 3.22 s
 .  .6 If r K s 1 then ym F l F ym.s
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 .Proof. 1 Let us first observe that, for every l ) ym we have Q Fl
y lqm . l1e Id. Set N s KQ . Therefore, the previous estimate givesl l
y lqm . l1N F e K , ;l ) ym. 3.3 .l
 . NNext, from H1 we infer that there exists an integer N such that K is
 .  .N Ncompact. Moreover, 3.1 implies N F K ;l ) ym. Hence, applyingl
w xthe Dodds]Fremlin theorem 6 to the last inequality we get the compact-
 .Nness of N for all l ) ym. Therefore, by the analyticity of the operatorl
 .N  .valued function l ª N , l g C see Proposition 2.2 , we deduce thel
 .Ncompactness of N for all l g C.l
 .  .N NLet l ) ym. According to 3.3 , we have N F Q K and conse-l l
5 .N 5 5 N 5quently N F Q K . Moreover, it is easy to see that Q ª 0l l l
N wstrongly as l ª `. Hence, using the compactness of K and 11, Lemma
x N3.7, p. 151 we obtain Q K ª 0 in the operator norm as l ª q`. Thisl
 .Nimplies, via the last inequality, that N ª 0 in the operator norm asl
 . 5 .n 51r nl ª q`. Consequently, using the estimate r N F N , n ss l l
1, 2, . . . , we get
r N ª 0 as l ª q`. 3.4 .  .s l
 .N 4We note that N , l g C is an analytic family of compact operators.l
 .  wHence, Eq. 3.4 together with the Gohberg]Shmul'yan theorem see 10,
x.   .N .p. 258 implies that I y N is boundedly invertible for all l g Cl
 4except at a discrete set of points l : k s 1, 2, . . . ; each l is a pole ofk k
  .N .y1I y N . Using the identityl
N Ny1I y N s I y N I q N q ??? q N .  .  . .l l l l
we conclude that
y1y1 Ny1 NI y N s I q N q ??? q N I y N .  .  . .  .l l l l
is defined and analytic in C except for a discrete set S. Hence, if l f S
 .  .y1then Eq. 2.9 becomes c s I y N J w. Accordingly, the solution of<G l l2
 .  .y1  .y1the problem 2.2 is given by c s l y A c where l y A sK K
 .y1L K I y N J q P .l l l l
 .y1Thus, each l g S is a pole of l y A with finite rank residues, i.e.,K
eigenvalues with finite algebraic multiplicities. This completes the proof of
 .the assertion 1 .
 .  .   ..2 Let l ) ym be such that r N - 1 see Eq. 3.4 . Then wes l
have
ny1
l y A s L K N J q P . .  .K l l l l
nG0
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 .  .y1Using Remark 2.1 b we deduce that l y A is positive. Hence, theK
 .proof of 2 is merely a consequence of a well known result on positive
 w x.resolvent operators see 20 .
 .  .To prove statement 3 it suffices to restrict ourselves to s A l R. ItK
w xfollows from the spectral mapping theorem 8, p. 569; 18, Theorem 0.4
 .that r N is a continuous strictly decreasing function in l g R. Next, l iss l
an eigenvalue of A if and only if 1 is an eigenvalue of N . Hence, by Eq.K l
 .  .  .3.4 we have s A / B if and only if lim r N ) 1.K lªy` s l
y lqm . l2On the other hand, for l - ym, we have Q F e Id so thatl
y lqm . l2r N s r Q K F e r K for l - ym. .  .  .s l s l s
Then one concludes
r N s 0 for all l g R if r K s 0. .  .s l s
 .Conversely, let r K ) 0 and let x be the characteristic function ofs e
x wl q « , l with « ) 0. Denote by K the operator given by K : c ª1 2 « «
x Kc . Clearly, K G K for all « ) 0 and x ª x strongly as « ª 0.« « « 0
w xHence, applying 11, Lemma 3.7, 151 we get
Nq1 Nq1K ª K as « ª 0 .  .«
in the uniform topology, whence
r K ª r K as « ª 0. .  .s « s
 .Let « ) 0 be small enough so that r K ) 0. By virtue of N s Q K Gs « l l
 .  .Q K we have r N G r Q K .l « s l s l «
Moreover, it is clear that the spectral radius of Q K as an operator inl «
w x .L l , l , dl is the same as that of Q K considered as an operator inp 1 2 l «
w x . L l q « , l , dl to the spectral radius corresponds an eigenfunctionp 1 2
 ..which is zero on l , l q « . Thus, for l - ym, we have Q G1 1 l
ylqm . l1q« . w x .  .e Id on L l q « , l , dl and consequently, r N Gp 1 2 s l
y lqm . l1q« .  .  .e r K . This shows that lim r N s q` which ends thes « lªy` s l
 .proof of 3 .
Note that the introduction of « is unnecessary when l ) 0.1
 .4 Clearly,
y lqm . l ylqm . le Id F Q F e Id. 3.5 .l
y lqm . l ylqm . l2 2 .  .For l ) ym, we have N G e K and then r N G e r K .l s l sÄy lqm . l2Ä Ä .Let l ) ym, be such that e r K s 1, i.e., l s ym qs
 .   ..1rl log r K .2 s
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 . w xHence r N G 1. We conclude from 18, Theorem 0.4 that there existsÄs l
Ä  .  .   ..l G l such that r N s 1, i.e., ym y 1rl log r K F l.s l 2 s
y lqm . l1 .Analogously, for l ) ym, 3.5 shows that N F e K. Hence, wel
conclude
y lqm . l1r N F e r K . .  .s l s
ÄÄy lqm . lÄ 1Ä  .  .ÄLet l ) m be such that e r K s 1. Obviously, r N F 1. AgainÄs s lÄÄw x  .Äby 18, Theorem 0.4 , r N F 1 shows that l F l s ym qÄs l
 .   ..1rl log r K .1 s
Note that the upper bound is interesting only when l ) 0.1
y lqm . l2 .  .5 For l - ym, we have N F e K and then r N Fl s lÄy lqm . l ylqm . l2 2Ä .  .e r K . By introducing l - ym such that e r K s 1,s s
Ä Ä .   ..i.e., l s ym y 1rl log r K . One sees that l F l s ym q2 s
 .   ..1rl log r K .2 s
y lqm . l1  .Similarly, for l - ym, we obtain N G e K. Hence r N Gl s l
y lqm . l1  .  .   ..e r K and consequently l G ym q 1rl log r K . This endss 1 s
 .the proof of 5 .
 .  .  .6 The inequality 3.5 shows that N F K F N . Hence r Nym ym s ym
 .F 1 F r N and then ym F l F ym. Q.E.D.s ym
 . Remark 3.1. Let l s 0. Then 3.1 reduces to a lower bound for1
 . .  .   . .r K ) 1 while 3.2 is an upper bound for r K - 1 . Actually, ifs s
 .  l s 0 we can replace the lower bound in 3.2 by ym q 1r l q1 1
..   ..  .« log r K , K s x K. This follows from the estimate r N Fs « « « s l
 .r K Q .s « l
We close this section by discussing the influence of the boundary
operators on the monotonicity of the leading eigenvalue. To this end, we
consider two transition operators K and K satisfying K F K and1 2 1 2
 . K / K . We denote by l K the leading eigenvalue of A when it1 2 K
.exists .
 .THEOREM 3.2. Assume that K and K satisfy the hypothesis H1 and1 2
 .  .  .  .l K exists, then l K exists and l K F l K . Further, if there exists an1 2 1 2
 .m  .  .integer m such that Q K is strictly positi¨ e then l K - l K .lK . 2 1 21
 .Proof. It is already seen proof of Theorem 3.1 that l is an eigenvalue
 .of A if and only if 1 is an eigenvalue of Q K. The hypothesis H1K l
 .N1implies that there exist two integers N and N such that K and1 2 1
 .N2  .  .K are compact. Let N s max N , N . It follows from 3.3 together2 3 1 2
w x  .N3   .N3.with the Dodds]Fremlin theorem 6 that Q K resp. Q K isl 1 l 2
compact for all l g C.
w xN3 w xN3Accordingly, the operators F s Q K and F s Q K are1 lK . 1 2 lK . 21 1
  . .compact and positive because l K g R . It follows from the Krein]1
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Rutman theorem that
r F G 1. 3.6 .  .s 1
w xmOn the other hand, if Q K is strictly positive, then the operator FlK . 2 21
 . w xhas a strictly positive power. Now, Eq. 3.6 and 16, Theorem 4.3 give
N3r F s r Q K ) 1. 3.7 .  .s 2 s lK . 21
 . w xN3It is clear that F l s Q K is an analytic operator-valued function2 l 2
 .such that F l is compact and positive for each l g R. Moreover, we2
5  .5  .have lim F l s 0 see the proof of Theorem 3.1 , thus the use oflª` 2
w x w .N3 x18, Theorem 0.4 implies that the function R 2 l ª r Q K iss l 2
 .strictly decreasing. This together with 3.7 implies that there exists a
 .unique l9 ) l K such that1
N3r Q K s 1. .s l9 2
 .Now the spectral mapping theorem yields l9 s l K which completes the2
proof. Q.E.D.
4. SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF THE OPERATOR A FORK
PARTLY SMOOTH TRANSITION OPERATORS
 .In the present section we relax H1 and replace it by
K s K q K with K G 0 i s 1, 2,¡ 1 2 i~K is compact if 1 - p - `, H2 .2¢or weakly compact if p s 1.
 .THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that H2 holds and that there exists l - q`0
such that
r Q K - 1 for all l ) l . 4.1 .  .s l 1 0
Then:
 .  .  41 s A l l g CrRe l ) l consists of , at most, isolated eigen-K 0
¨alues with finite algebraic multiplicities.
 .  .  42 If s A l l g CrRe l ) l / B then there exists a real lead-K 0
ing eigen¨alue.
 .  .  .  43 If r Q K ) 1 then s A l l g CrRe l ) l / B.s l 2 K 00
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 .  .Proof. 1 We consider again the problem l y A c s w, c gK
 .  .D A , which is equivalent see the proof of Theorem 3.1 to solving inK
w . xL l , l ; dl the problem c s Q Kc q J w, i.e.,p 1 2 <G l <G l2 2
c s Q K c q Q K c q J w . 4.2 .<G l 1 <G l 2 <G l2 2 2
 .  .For l ) l , according to 4.1 , 4.2 is equivalent to c s F c q L w0 <G l <G l2 2
 .y1  .y1where F s I y Q K Q K and L s I y Q K J .l l 1 l 2 l l 1 l
 .Note that Q ª 0 strongly as l ª ` in all L -spaces 1 F p - ` . Letl p
 .  . wp g 1, ` . Hence, by H2 , K is compact and consequently 11, Lemma2
x 5 53.7, p. 151 implies that Q K ª 0 in the operators topology as l ª `.l 2
5 5Therefore F ª 0 as l ª `. For p s 1 we proceed as follows.l
 .y1  .y1Let l ) l . From I y Q K F I y Q K for all l ) l we1 0 l 1 l 1 11
deduce
y1 2y3 21F s IyQ K Q K F F IyQ K Q K F , ;l ) l . .  .  .  .  .l l 1 l 2 l l 1 l 2 l 11 1
 . w xBy H2 , K is weakly compact on L . Using 7, Corollary 13, p. 510 we2 1
 .2 w xinfer that F is compact on L . Again 11, Lemma 3.7, p. 151 impliesl 11
y1 235 5 5 5 5 5F F I y Q K Q K F ª 0 as l ª q`. 4.3 .  . .  .l l 1 l 2 l1 1
 . 5 .n 51r nHence we conclude from the estimate r F F F , n s 1, 2, . . . ,s l l
 .that r F ª 0 as l ª q` in all L -spaces, 1 F p - `. Now the use ofs l p
w x  .the Gohberg]Shmul'yan theorem 10 achieves the proof of 1 .
 .  .y12 This assertion follows from the fact that l y A is positive forK
 w x.  .large l see 20 . To prove 3 let l ) l . Clearly, the positivity of the0
operators K , K , and Q , implies1 2 l
ny1F s I y Q K Q K s Q K Q K G Q K . .  .l l 1 l 2 l 1 l 2 l 2
nG0
Consequently,
r F G r Q K . 4.4 .  .  .s l s l 2
w x  .  .Now, using 18, Theorem 0.4 , 4.4 together with lim r Q K ) 1,lª l s l 20
we get
lim r F G r Q K ) 1. .  .s l s l 2
lªl0
 .Accordingly, there exists l ) l such that r F s 1, i.e., a leading0 s l
eigenvalue exists. Q.E.D.
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We complement our analysis with the following practical result:
 .  .  .THEOREM 4.2. 1 Let r K - 1. Then r Q K - 1 for l ) ym qs 1 s l 1
 .   ..1rl log r K . Moreo¨er:2 s 1
l qm . l0 1 .  .  . i If l q m - 0 and if r K ) e then s A l l g0 s 2 K
4  .CrRe l ) l / B. If in addition l ) 0 and r K F 1 then l G ym q0 1 s 2
 .   ..1rl log r K .1 s 2
l qm . l0 2 .  .  . ii If l q m G 0 and if r K ) e then s A l l g0 s 2 K
4  .   ..CrRe l ) l / B and l G ym q 1rl log r K .0 2 s 2
 .  .iii Regardless of the sign of l q m the following holds: If r K0 s 2
 mym . l2  .  4) e then s A l l g CrRe l ) l / B and l G ym qK 0
 .   ..1rl log r K .2 s 2
 .  .  .2 Let r K G 1 and l ) 0. Then r Q K - 1 for l such thats 1 1 s l 1 XX l qm . l0 2 .   ..  .l ) l s ym q 1rl log r K . Moreo¨er, if r K ) e then0 1 s 1 s 2
X .  4  .   ..s A l l g CrRe l ) l / B and l G ym q 1rl log r K .K 0 2 s 2
 .Remark 4.1. The case r K G 1 and l s 0 is not answered by thes 1 1
 .above theorem. This particular case is more difficult and probably
necessitates more information on K .1
y lqm . l2 . Proof of Theorem 4.2. 1 The estimate Q F e Id valid forl
y lqm . l2.  .  .l q m - 0 leads to r Q K F e r K for l - ym. This impliess l 1 s 1
 .  .r Q K - 1 for l - l - ym and consequently r Q K - 1 for l - ls l 1 0 s l 1 0
 .because r Q K is decreasing in l g R. On the other hand,s l 1
y lqm . l2e Id if l G ym ,
Q Gl ylqm . l 1e Id if l - ym
so that
y lqm . l2e r K if l G ym , .s 2r Q K G 4.5 .  .s l 2 ylqm . l 1e r K if l - ym. .s 2
 .Now if l - ym, then 4.5 gives0
y lqm . l lqm . l1 1r Q K G e r K ) 1 for r K ) e . .  .  .s l 2 s 2 s 2
 .  .  4Thus, according to Theorem 4.1 3 , s A l l ) l / B. If, in addi-K 0
Ä .tion, l ) 0 and r K F 1 then there exists l - ym such that1 s 2Äy lqm . l1 Ä .  .   ..  .e r K s 1, i.e., l s ym q 1rl log r K so that 4.5 givess 2 1 s 2
Ä .  .r Q K G 1 and therefore l G l. This implies i .Äs l 2
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 .  .ii If l G ym then Eq. 4.5 gives0
y l qm . l l qm . l0 2 0 2r Q K G e r K ) 1 for r K ) e .  . .s l 2 s 2 s 20
Ä .  4and consequently s A l l ) l / B. Moreover, there exists l G ymK 0Äy lqm . l2 Ä .  .   ..such that e r K s 1, i.e., l s ym q 1rl log r K G 1s 2 2 s 2
Äwhich shows that l G l.
 mym . l2 .  .iii r K ) e implies thats 2
l qm . l0 1r K ) e .s 2
l0qm . l2r K ) e .s 2
 .so that the result follows from ii .
y lqm . l1 .  .  .2 The estimate Q F e Id for l q m ) 0 gives r Q K -l s l 1
ylqm . l1 X .  .e r K . Consequently r Q K - 1 for l ) l s ym qs 1 s l 1 0
X X .   ..1rl log r K . It is clear that l q m G 1 and then l q m ) 0. There-1 s 1 0 0
 .fore, the use of 4.5 gives
Xy l qm . l0 2Xr Q K G e r K ) 1 . .s l 2 s 20
X Xl qm . l0 2 .  .  .  4for r K ) e . Hence, according to iii , s A l l ) l / B.2s K 0Äy lqm . l2Ä  .   ..  .Finally, l s ym q 1rl log r K verifies e r K s 1 and2 s 2 s 2
Ä Ä .  .l G ym so that 4.5 gives r Q K G 1 and then l G l. Q.E.D.Äs l 2
5. A GENERATION RESULT IN L1
The purpose of this section is to show that the operator A generates aK
strongly continuous semigroup on X . The case of dissipative transition1
 5 5 .operators i.e., K F 1 follows from a direct application of the
Hille]Yosida theorem and is not interesting because in the structured
population dynamics framework, we have in general a proliferation of the
population. Then the appropriate boundary conditions are the multiplica-
tive ones, i.e.,
5 5 5 5 2Ku G u , ;u g X . 5.1 .p
 .To this end, we take advantage of a result Theorem 5.1 by Batty and
w x w xRobinson 3 which was improved afterwards by Arendt 2 . It provides an
alternative way to the Hille]Yosida theorem for proving that an operator
on an ordered Banach space, with positive resolvent, generates a strongly
continuous semigroup.
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A linear operator A on an ordered Banach space X is called a resolvent
w x  .  .positive operator 2 if there exists w g R such that w, ` ; r A and
 .y1  .y1 ql y A is a positive operator for all l ) w, i.e., l y A w g X ,
;w g Xq for all l ) w.
w xTHEOREM 5.1 2, Theorem 2.5 . Let A be a densely defined resol¨ ent
 .positi¨ e operator in X. If there exists l ) s A and c ) 0 such that0
y1 q5 5 5 5l y A w G c w , ;w g X , .0
0  .  .then A is the generator of a positi¨ e C -semigroup on X and s A s v A
 .   .. where s A resp. v A denotes the spectral bound of A resp. the type of the
0 .C -semigroup generated by A .
We are going to show that this result applies to our problem in the L1
context.
 .  .Assume that K satisfies H1 . We infer from Eq. 3.4 that there exists
 .l such that, for l ) l , r Q K - 1. Consequently, if l ) l , the2 2 s l 2
 .  .nsolution of the problem 2.9 is given by c s  Q K J w. Proceed-<G nG 0 l l2
ing as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 we get
ny1
l y A s L K Q K J q P , ;l ) l . 5.2 .  .  .K l l l l 2
nG0
 .Let us now suppose that K satisfies H2 and that there exists l - q`0
 .  .such that r Q K - 1 for all l ) l . Clearly 4.3 implies that theres l 0
 .  .exists l such that, for l ) l , r F - 1. Therefore, Eq. 4.2 becomes3 3 s l
 .n  .c s  F L w. Substituting c into 2.10 we deduce<G nG 0 l l <G2 2
ny1
l y A s L K F L q P . 5.3 .  .  .K l l l l
nG0
 .  .  .y1Hence, for l ) max l , l , the use of Remark 2.1 b shows l y A2 3 K
is positive for smooth transition operators as well as partly smooth ones.
Remark 5.1. It should be noted that the operator P is nothing elsel
 .but the resolvent of the operator A i.e., K s 0 . In view of Proposition0
 . 02.2, s A s B. It is not difficult to check that A generates a C -semi-0 0
  . .group U t , t G 0 , given by0
a¡
exp y m t , l dt w a y t , l if t - a, .  .H~  /U t w a, l s .  . . ayt0 ¢
0 otherwise.
We are now ready to state.
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 .THEOREM 5.2. Let K be a multiplying transition operator satisfying H1
 . 0   . .or H2 . Then A is the generator of a positi¨ e C -semigroup U t , t G 0K K
on X .1
 .  . qProof. Let l ) max l , l see above and w g X the positive cone2 3 1
.  .y1  . q of X , then l y A w s c g D A l X . This implies l q1 K K 1
 ..  .  . .  .  .  .m a, l c a, l q ­cr­ a a, l s w a, l which leads to l q m c a, l q
 . .  .­cr­ a a, l G w a, l . After integrating this equation with respect to a
and l we obtain
­cl l l l l l2 2 2
lqm c a, l dadlq a, l dadl G w a, l dadl .  .  .  ..H H H H H H
­ al 0 l 0 l 01 1 1
and consequently
l25 5 5 5l q m c q c l , l y c 0, l dl G w .  .  .H
l1
or equivalently,
5 5 5 5 5 < 5 5 5l q m c q c N G y Kc G G w . . 2 2
 .  .y1Therefore, using 5.1 and the fact that c s l y A w we findK
1y15 5 5 5l y A w G w for l ) max l , l . 5.4 .  .  .K 1 2l q m
 .The desired result follows from 5.4 and Theorem 5.1. Q.E.D.
 .Remark 5.2. Theorem 5.2 is open for p g 1, ` .
Remark 5.3. It is well known that irreducible C 0-semigroups have many
  . .interesting properties. In fact, if U t , t G 0 is irreducible then the
 .leading eigenvalue if it exists is strictly dominant with multiplicity one
and the associated eigenprojection is strictly positive s positivity improv-
.ing . Thus, if this eigenvalue is strictly dominant, we obtain a simple
 .description of the time asymptotic behaviour t ª ` of the solution of the
 .Cauchy problem 1.1 .
In the remainder of this section we shall discuss the influence of the
transition operators on the irreducibility of the C 0-semigroup generated by
A on X .K 1
In the literature, there are various equivalent definitions of irreducibility
  . . of V t , t G 0 in L -spaces or more generally in arbitrary Banachp
.  w x w x.lattice see, for instance, 17, Definition 3.1, p. 306 or 5, p. 207 .
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 .DEFINITION 5.1. Let Q be a positive operator on L V . Q is calledp
strictly positive if Qf ) 0 a.e. on V for all f G 0, f / 0.
  . . 0  .DEFINITION 5.2. Let V t , t G 0 be a positive C -semigroup on L Vp
 .  .and A its infinitesimal generator. V t is irreducible on L V if for allp
 .   . .  .l ) s A where s A denotes the spectral bound of A and all f g L V ,p
 .y1f G 0, f / 0, we have l y A f is strictly positive a.e. on V.
 .THEOREM 5.3. Let K be a transition operator satisfying H1 and assume
 .  .  .y1that, for some e¨ery l ) s A , K I y Q K is strictly positi¨ e. ThenK l
the C 0-semigroup generated by A is irreducible on X .K 1
 .Proof. In view of the positivity of the operator P Remark 2.1 , Eq.l
 .5.2 gives
y1 y1
l y A G L K I y Q K J . 5.5 .  .  .K l l l
On the other hand, since J is a strictly positive operator from X into X 1l 1 2
and L is a multiplication operator by a strictly positive function on D, wel
 .y1infer that ; f G 0 and f / 0, L K I y Q K J f ) 0 a.e. on D. Now thel l l
 .result follows from Eq. 5.5 and Definition 5.2. Q.E.D.
 .Let l g R be such that r Q K - 1. Since Q is a multiplications l l
operator by a strictly positive function, one checks readily that K I y
.y1  .y1Q K is strictly positive if and only if Q K I y Q K is strictlyl l l
 .n0positive. Therefore, if there exists an integer n such that Q K is0 l
 .strictly positive, then the use of Remark 2.1 and Eq. 5.2 together with the
 .y1  .n0estimate Q K I y Q K G Q K leads to the following corollary:l l l
 .COROLLARY 5.1. Assume that H1 holds and that there exists n g N0
 .n0 0such that Q K is strictly positi¨ e. Then the C -semigroup generated by Al K
is irreducible on X .1
Remark 5.4. The above assumption is satisfied if K is strictly positive.
Remark 5.5. In the same way as above we can prove the irreducibility
 .of the semigroup generated by A when K satisfies H2 . It suffices toK
 .  .y1suppose that, for some l ) s A , K I y F is strictly positive. In factK l
the result holds if K or K is strictly positive. Actually, we need much less1 2
 .we leave the details to the interested reader .
6. SOLUTION OF THE CAUCHY PROBLEM FOR
SMOOTH TRANSITION OPERATORS
The aim of this section is to give a spectral decomposition of solutions of
 .the Cauchy problem 1.1 for compact transition operators K. Here we use
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the definitions and notations introduced previously. We denote by G the0
strip defined by
G s l g Cry m F Re l F s A , . 40 K
 .where s A denotes the spectral bound of A .K K
w .LEMMA 6.1. Let p g 1, ` and assume that the transition operator K is
compact. Then:
 .  .1 s A consists of , at most, isolated eigen¨alues with finite alge-K
braic multiplicities.
 .  .  42 s A l l g CrRe l G ym is finite.K
 . 5 .y1 5 3 If h ) ym then l y A is uniformly bounded in l gK
4 < <CrRe l G h for large Im l .
 . 5 .y1 54 l y A con¨erges to zero as Re l ª `.K
To prove Lemma 6.1 the following auxiliary result is required.
LEMMA 6.2. Let K be a compact transition operator. Then the operator
 .y1  4 < <I y KQ exists for all l g l g CrRe l G ym with Im l sufficientlyl
large.
Remark 6.1. Since K is compact, then there exists a sequence of finite
rank operators which converges, in the operators norm, to K. Hence, it
suffices to establish the result for a finite rank operator, that is, K s
n  : 2 1 K , K [ ? , a b where n g N, a g X , b g X , and q sks1 k k k k k q k p
 .pr p y 1 . Accordingly, we may restrict ourselves to a transition operator
 :of rank one which we denote also by K, namely, Ku [ u, a b where
 . 2  . 1a ? g X and b ? g X .q p
 .Proof of Lemma 6.2. For Re l ) s A the result is trivial. In the
following, we suppose that l g G . The remainder of the proof requires0
two steps.
 .STEP 1. We claim that Q K ª 0 for the strong operators topology asl
< <Im l ª q`.
Indeed, let w g X 1;p
l l92 y l l9qH mt , l9. dt .0 :KQ w s Q w , a b s b l e a l9 w l9 dl9. .  .  .  .Hl l
l1
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 .Let l be a sequence of complex numbers such that l s h q itn ng N n n
w  .x < <where h belongs to ym, s A and t ª q` as n ª q`. Hence,K n
l l92 yh l9qH mt , l9. dt . yi t0 n< <KQ w l s b l a l9 e e w l9 dl9 . .  .  .  .  .Hl
l1
Applying the Riemann]Lebesgue theorem we get
l l92 yh l9qH mt , l9. dt . yi t0 nlim b l a l9 e e w l9 dl9 s 0 a.e. on G .  .  .H 1
nªq` l1
< .  . <and consequently lim KQ w l s 0 a.e. on G . Furthermore, fornªq` l 1n
every integer n, we have
l2< < < < < < < <KQ w l F b l a l9 w l9 dl9. .  .  .  . . Hln
l1
Hence, by the dominated convergence theorem, we obtain
5 5 1lim KQ s 0.Xl pwnªq`
This establishes the claim.
 4STEP 2. The family KQ , l g G is collecti¨ ely compact.l 0
1  .Indeed, let B be the unit ball of the space X and let x be ap n ng N
 .  .sequence in D KQ B , l g G . Then there exists a sequence q ink l 0 n ng Nn
B such that x s KQ q , n s 1, 2, . . . . It is clear that the sequencen l nn
 . 2y s Q q is bounded in X . So, it follows from the compactness ofn l n ng N pn
 .K that x s Ky has a converging subsequence in D KQ B and .n n ng N l l
 4therefore KQ , l g G is collectively compact.l 0
w xIn view of Steps 1, 2, and 1, Proposition 3.1 we have
25 5lim KQ s 0 uniformly on G . 6.1 .  .l 0
< <Im l ªq`
 .  . 5 .n 51r nThe use of 6.1 together with the estimate r KQ F KQ , n ss l l
1, 2, . . . , completes the proof of Lemma 6.2. Q.E.D.
 .Remark 6.2. Since K is compact, s A consists of a discrete set S ofK
 .y1points l , k s 1, 2, . . . which are poles of l y A with finite rankk
residues. Lemma 6.2 shows that G l S has no accumulation points at0
< <Im l s q` and is confined in a compact subregion of G . Therefore0
G l S is necessary finite.0
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 .  .Proof of Lemma 6.1. Parts 1 and 2 follow from Remark 6.2.
 .3 Let us first note that Lemma 6.1 implies that there exists r ) 0
 . < <  . such that r KQ - 1 for Im l ) r. Let R h, r be the region l gs l
< < 4  .  . CrRe l G h and Im l ) r . If l g R h, r then l g r A and l yK
.y1  .  .A is given by 5.2 . Moreover, Eq. 6.1 implies that there existK
5 .2 5 < <M9 ) 0 and c ) 0 such that KQ F c - 1 for Im l ) M9. But forl
each integer n there are two integers p and q such that n s 2 p q q with
 4q g 0, 1 . Hence,
`
n
5 5KQ . l
ns0
` `
q2 pqq 2 p5 5 5 5 5 5s KQ F KQ KQ .  .  . l l l
ps0, 0Fq-2 ps0, 0Fq-2
q
5 5max KQ .` l
0Fq-2q 2 p5 5 5 5F max KQ KQ s .  .l l 20Fq-2 5 51 y KQ .ps0 l
1 q
5 5F max KQ . .l1 y c 0Fq-2
 .  .  .  .The use of the estimates 2.5 , 2.6 , 2.7 , and 2.8 enables us to write
y15 5l y A .K
n
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F L KQ K J q P .l l l l /
nG0
5 51 K 1q
5 5F max KQ .l1rp 1rq1 y c0Fq-2 Re l q m .p Re l q m . /
1
q .
Re l q m
5 .2 5 5 5 2But KQ F K , then we obtainl
5 5 21 K 1y15 5l y A F q .K 1r p 1 y c Re l q mp Re l q m .
5 5 21 K
F 1 q 1r p /h q m p 1 y c .
 .and the proof of part 3 is complete.
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 .4 For p s 1 the result follows from the semigroup theory because
0  .  .A generates a C -semigroup Theorem 5.2 . For p g 1, ` , a simpleK
 .y1  .computation using the expression of l y A and the estimates 2.5 ,K
 .  .  .2.6 , 2.7 , 2.8 gives the result. Q.E.D.
We can now state the following.
w .THEOREM 6.1. Let p g 1, ` and assume that the transition operator K
 .  4is compact. We suppose that s A l Re l ) m be nonempty and h ) 0.K
 .  4  4 Let s A l Re l G ym q h s l , . . . , l , let d s sup Re l, l gK 1 n 1
 . 4  4s A and Re l - ym q h , and d s min Re l , 1 F j F n . ClearlyK 2 j
 .d - d . Let d * be such that d - d * - d . Then for c g D A1 2 1 2 0 K
1 d *qig y1l tZ t s lim e l y A c dl exists .  .H K 02 ipgªq` d *yig
 .  .  .and the solution c t of the Cauchy problem 1.1 with c 0 s c is gi¨ en by0
n
l t tDj jc t s Z t q e e P c , 6.2 .  .  . j 0
js1
where P and D are, respecti¨ ely, the spectral projection and the nilpotentj j
operator associated with the eigen¨alue l .j
 2 .Furthermore, if c g D A and d * / 0, then0 K
y1d *t 2e d *t q in y A A c .K K 0 in tZ t s e dn q a d * c q t A c , .  .  .H 0 K 022p R d * q in .
6.3 .
where
1 if d * ) 0,
a d * s .  0 if d * - 0.
In particular, if d - 0, we ha¨e1
5 5 5 2 5 d *tZ t F t b * A c e d - d * - 0 , 6.4 .  .  .  .K 0 1
where
y15 51 d * q in y A .K
t d * s dn . . H 22p < <d * q inR  .
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w xProof. It follows from 17, Lemma 1.2 and Cauchy's theorem that
n1 y1l t l t tDj je l y A c dl s e e P c , . E K 0 j 02 ip C js1
where the path C of integration is composed from the oriented segments
6 6 6
d * q ig , d * y ig , d * y ig , t y ig , t y ig , t q ig , and6
t q ig , d * q ig t ) d * .
 4 and enclosing the eigenvalues l , 1 F j F n of A in the region l gj K
4  .CrRe l ) d * . Since c g D A we may use the identity0 K
y1
l y A A c c .K K 0 0y1
l y A c s q 6.5 .  .K 0 l l
which shows that the contributions of the horizontal parts of C to the
5 .y1 5Cauchy integral go to zero as g ª `, because l y A is uniformlyK
  ..  .bounded cf. Lemma 6.1 iii . Thus 6.2 follows from the Dunford formula
 w x.see, for instance, 9, Theorem 11.7.1, p. 232 .
 2 .  .If c g D A , using 6.5 twice we have0 K
y1 2l y A A c A c c .K K 0 K 0 0y1
l y A c s q q . .K 0 l l l
Hence,
y1d *t 2e d * q in y A A c .K K 0in tZ t s e dn . H 22p R d * q in .
d *t 2 qy1 in tge A c eK 0q lim dn . H q2p gª` d * q in .ygqs1
For t ) 0, a simple computation gives
g
in t1 e
lim dn sH q2pgª` d * q in .yg
¡ yd *t py1e t
if d * ) 0~s p y 1 .¢
0 if d * - 0.
 .  .This proves 6.3 . Now 6.4 is obvious. Q.E.D.
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